LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We at the Bridgewater Review have been pleased with the response to the first issue of our magazine. The following is but a sampling 0/ the letters we received from our readers.
Michael Kryzanek Editor
To The Editor: I cannot tell you how much I have appreciated your kindness in sending me a copy of Bridgewater Review Volume 1, No.1, a first edition, at that! The faculty at Bridgewater is not only "keeping up with the times," out is exploring the complexities of the past. It is an inspiring review both in range of interests and photography --especially the reflection of Marshall's Point Light on the cover.
Sincerely, Gladys J. Newell New Rochelle, New York Class of 1925
To The Editor: Just a short note to thank you for sending me a copy of the first edition of the Bridgewater Review.
Although I must admit a parochial interest with the article on whales in Cape Cod Bay, I wanted you to know how much I enjoyed the entire issue. If the inaugural edition is any indication, the Review will certainly constitute a significant literary contribution to our community. I will certainly look forward to the next issue.
Again, I appreciate your taking the time to think of me. Please let me know if I can provide any assistance to the Review.
With kind regards. Many thanks for sending me a copy of the Bridgewater Review. I was happy to read it and think it's an excellent beginning to a creative forum for faculty scholarship and activities. It speaks well both for Bridgewater State and for public higher education in Massachusetts.
Thank you again, and best of luck with future issues. I thought I would write to congratulate you on a fine publication. The Bridgewater Review was very interesting reading. Please keep me on the mailing list.
Allan R. Chiocca Commonwealth of Massachusetts House of Representatives
To The Editor: This will acknowledge your recent correspondence and copy of your inaugural edition of the Bridgewater Review. Iappreciate this copy and look forward to reading future editions of your magazine. Both my staff and I found your publication to be most informative. Thank you very much for the inaugural copy.
Best wishes to you and for the Bridgewater Review.
Sincerely,
The Speaker
Congress of the United States House of Representatives
To The Editor: I was quite happy to receive a copy of the faculty publication Bridgewater Review, and wish to extend my sincere congratulations to the editorial board and the contributors. It is definitely time for the talented members of the Bridgewater State College faculty to be recognized by people other than those fortunate enough to be their students. I am sure that the variety of topics covered by such a publication will appeal to a diverse audience.
Please extend my appreciation and congratulations to the other members of the editorial board and the faculty members who contributed to this issue.
Sincerely, Mary E. Noonan
Class of 1982
